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COMP32111 System Level Design 
Coursework: A Drawing Machine 

 
Exercise 2: untimed Transaction Level Model 
Aim  

• To gain an understanding of the components of an untimed Transaction Level Model 
(uTLM) of the Drawing Machine System and their interaction. 

• To gain practical experience of the SystemC hardware description language and 
writing assembly language programs.  

• To gain more experience and understanding in integrating large systems and 
debugging them.  

 
Demonstrate: the capabilities of the drawing machine at the beginning of the lab session in 
Lab Session 6 in Week 7. 
 
Assessment: 15 marks for the demonstration and implementation of the uTLM. The com-
plexity and quantity of the work undertaken will be taken into account in the assessment.  See 
the assessment sheet at the end of these lab notes for details. 
 
Learning Outcomes:  

• experience of modelling an architecture with an untimed Transaction Level Model,  
• experience of writing in the SystemC hardware description language,  
• experience of writing ARM assembler code for testing and drawing operations,  
• experience of debugging a complete complex system. 

 
Overview 
A Transaction Level Model describes a system in terms of computational blocks and the 
transactions in the channels between the blocks, and these are modelled separately. 
 
You are given the complete code for an untimed Transaction Level Model (uTLM) of a 
Drawing Machine capable of displaying points and lines on a screen. In the COMP32111 
directory, the code is in the uTLM directory. The code you are given is linked to an 
executable program for displaying your shapes on a screen. You are also given a test program 
written in ARM assembler (draw.s) which draws the same lines and point as drawn by the test 
program (draw.txt) at the top level in Exercise 1. draw.s is compiled into an executable 
draw.kmd file (as explained later) which is the actual stimulus for the Drawing Machine. 
 
System Description 
The diagram in Figure 1 shows how the Drawing Machine System has been partitioned into 
computational blocks and channels at the TLM level. As before, blocks to the left of the 
dotted line define the environment and enable the testing of the drawing machine blocks 
situated to the right of the dotted line. 
 
Testing and Environment 
The microcontroller emulator (jimulator in Figure 1) emulates the operation of an ARM 
microprocessor. It takes executable ARM instructions from an input program and performs 
them. The emulator operation is (automatically) linked to and displayed on a graphical 
debugger named Komodo (named kmd 1n Figure 1). ARM instructions which store to or load 
from byte addresses between 0x30000000 and 0x30000100 access an area of shared memory 
with the request output to the microcontroller emulator transactor (mcet in Figure 1). This 
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transactor translates the RTL signals from the microcontroller emulator into TLM transactions 
that are passed to the command channel. The microcontroller emulator also has access to the 
shared memory used by the Virtual Screen and is also able to dump its (non-black) content to 
a text file vsDump.txt. You should be aware that dumping yields the contents of the virtual 
screen rather than the frame store, so make sure the drawing machine has ceased activity 
before dumping.  
 
You do not need to understand or look at the code for the testing and environment section. 
However, if you do want to look at it, it’s all there in the uTLM directory. Furthermore, you 
should under no circumstance make alterations to this code! You will need to study the 
method used in draw.s enabling the environment to send point and line drawing instructions 
to the drawing engine; you will need a similar approach to drive your drawing block. The file 
draw.s is given at the back of this exercise. A short document detailing the ARM assembly 
code will be handed out separately. 
 
Looking at the draw.s file, to perform an operation in a computational block (i.e. drawing 
engine or inquisitor), the ARM registers are first set up. Provided the computational block has 
cleared the ‘go’ bit in the shared memory area, to indicate that it has completed its last 
operation and is therefore free to accept another request, then store instructions transfer these 
ARM registers to the shared memory area. The ‘go’ bit for all operations is indicated by a ‘1’ 
in bit 15 (set in register r7). This is written to (half-word) address 0x30000008 for a drawing 
engine command and address 0x30000084 for an inquisitor request. The ‘go’ bit is reset to ‘0’ 
in the shared memory address by the microcontroller emulator transactor when the unit 
informs the command channel that the unit has completed the request. Thus the 

Drawing Machine 

Figure 1. Untimed Transaction Level Model of Drawing Machine System 

Testing and Environment 
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microcontroller emulator can determine when a unit is free to accept another request by 
repeatedly loading this address and testing to see if the ‘go’ bit is ‘0’; this is referred to as 
polling.  
 
The offset from address 0x30000000 for the drawing engine is zero. The drawing engine 
needs to differentiate between line and point draw requests and so bit 8 of 0x30000008 is 
used, being set to ‘1’ for a line draw and a ‘0’ for a point draw command. The registers set up 
and the shared memory writing used in draw.s for a line draw is shown below: 
 

line draw variable written to address 
r1 x0 offset+0x00 
r2 y0 offset+0x02 
r3 x1 offset+0x04 
r4 y1 offset+0x06 
r7 ‘go’+colour offset+0x08 

  
Table 1. Register Set-Up and Shared Memory Writing For Line Draw Commands 

 
The inquisitor is included for verification purposes as in a real design the dump facility is un-
likely to be included. It reads the 8-bit colour from a specified location in the Frame Store; the 
dumping facility has been included in the uTLM model because it’s too slow to dump the 
frame store via the inquisitor! The inquisitor shared memory address offset is 0x0080. For 
point draw and inquisitor operations, the register set up and shared memory address writing is 
as follows: 
 

point draw/inquisitor variable written to address 
r1 x0 offset+0x00 
r2 y0 offset+0x02 
r7 ‘go’+colour for point draw offset+0x08 
r7 ‘go’ for inquisitor offset+0x04 

 
Table 2. Register Set-Up and Shared Memory Writing For Point Draw & Inquisitor 

Commands 
 
The colour read by an inquisitor request is returned on the bottom 8-bits in shared memory 
address offset+0x04 and is indicated when the most significant bit of this address is returned 
to ‘0’. The colour can then be loaded into an ARM register. 
 
Drawing Machine 
The Drawing Machine to the right of the dotted line comprises four computational blocks and 
two channels. The drawing engine draws lines and point, and the frame store holds the 
picture; these have a similar role to that in the algorithmic model. The inquisitor, as already 
mentioned, provides a verification tool by reading back the 8-bit colour from any frame store 
location. The CRT controller sends regular requests to read 32-bits from the frame store and 
then displays the contents on the virtual screen. Remember that you are given these 
computational blocks (CRT controller, inquisitor and drawing engine) as IP that you are not 
allowed to modify! You can however view all their contents in the uTLM directory. 
 
The channels are custom designed and you are allowed to modify these. The command 
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channel receives read and write requests from the microcontroller emulator transactor causing 
it to read from or write to one of its registers. It holds five registers for drawing engine 
commands and three for inquisitor commands. It assembles the command and then routes 
(writes) the complete request to the drawing engine or inquisitor. The unit will respond when 
it has completed the request and in turn this is communicated to the microcontroller emulator 
transactor causing it to reset the ‘go’ bit for the unit in the shared memory area. 
 
The video channel accepts requests from the drawing engine, inquisitor or CRT controller (all 
masters). These are placed on a SystemC event queue. The request at the head of the queue is 
selected for the use of the video channel and this request is passed to the frame store. The in-
quisitor and CRT controller send read requests to the frame store and the read data is returned 
to these units, while the drawing engine sends write requests to the frame store. 
 

The code conforms to the three-layer TLM model of application, protocol and transport layer 
as shown in Figure 2. 
 
 

Figure 2. Layers of the TLM Model 
 
While all the code for the computational blocks and channels is given in the uTLM directory, 
you do not need to worry about the code details of the inquisitor, frame store or CRT 
controller. However, adding your drawing block will require changes to the command channel 
and video channel so this code is listed at the back of the exercise along with the drawing 
engine code (as an exemplar of how a drawing block is written in SystemC). The main 
program, showing the components of the system and their connections, and the parameter 
definitions showing the areas of shared memory allocated to the drawing engine and inquisitor 
are also given.  
 
Running The uTLM Model 
The first time you use the uTLM model you will need to create the uTLM directory beneath 
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the COMP32111 directory. To do this, in a terminal window type: 
cd ~/COMP32111 
tar -xf $COMP32111/uTLM.tar 
 
The binaries you need for this exercise are in the directories: 
/home/cadtools5/vscreen/bin and /home/cadtools5/KMD/bin.  Add these to 
your PATH as in exercise 1. In addition, you need to set an environment variable to let the 
dynamic linker know where to find the library that describes the microcontroller emulator 
transactor: 
LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/home/cadtools5/KMD/lib; export LD_LIBRARY_PATH 
 
(You should probably put this and your PATH modifications in a sensible file.) 
 
Now attach to the uTLM directory  (e.g. type cd ~/COMP32111/uTLM). Then create 
object files (extension .o) and link them by typing 
 
make 
 
This creates an executable file controller. Open the screen and the Komodo debugger 
window by typing 
 
./controller 
 
You should see a familiar “Virtual Screen” window, a quick flash of a “Komodo” splash 
screen, and the KMD window to drive the ARM emulator, as shown 
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Check that “1 Word” and “ARM” are selected on the memory display window, as circled 
above. 
 
The test file to be compiled need to be entered into the box to the right of the compile button. 
Press the browse button to the right of the compile box to bring up a Select Source File 
window. Select the file required from the right hand window e.g. draw.s (put cursor on the 
file name and click the left mouse button) and then press OK to enter the file name into the 
compile box. (If the desired file is not displayed in the Select Source File window, use the 
buttons on the left hand side to navigate into the required directory and then select the desired 
file and press OK).  
 
Back in the Komodo window, press the compile button. The file compiles and if successful,   
produces an executable file with a .kmd extension (e.g. draw.kmd) which is automatically en-
tered into the box to the right of the load button. Press the load button to load the program 
into the bottom right window. Now press the run button (top left) and if running the provided 
test program, you should see the same point and lines (in the same colours) being displayed 
on the screen as in the top level C++ algorithmic model. 
 
Quit the simulation, closing the screen and Komodo windows, by selecting File->Quit 
Program in the Komodo window.  
 
Tasks 
Examine the code you are given. Then compile, link and run the program as described above 
to observe what happens on the screen that is opened. You then need to complete the 
following tasks: 
1. Convert the C++ definition of your drawing shape to a SystemC block description. 
2. Integrate your custom SystemC block into the drawing machine. This will involve 

modifications to the command channel and video channel. 
3. Write two test programs in ARM assembler to produce the same screen output as you pro-

duced at the algorithmic level. The first should use the point draw function in the drawing 
engine to perform the drawing while the second should use your custom SystemC block for 
the drawing. This should enable you to reflect on the advantages of including a custom 
block for drawing their shape. 

4. Design and implement some ways of verifying your design – making sure it works as 
expected in all circumstances.  For example, as a minimum, you could verify that the 
shapes drawn by the two test programs are correct by using the dump facility provided and 
the file comparison command: 
diff -b <filename1> <filename2> <return> 

  
You will be expected to demonstrate all the features (implementation, testing and verification) 
at the start of the lab 6 in week 8 of term. 
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(To be filled in by the demonstrator) 
Student’s drawing block 

Does this look like good System C?  (max 1) 

Is the style compatible with the line drawing block?  (max 1) 

Is it obvious what code has changed and what is original?  (max 1) 

(Demonstrator’s comments)  
 

 
Modifications to command and video channel 

Is style compatible with unmodified code?   (max 2) 

Is it obvious what code has changed and what is original?   (max 1) 

(Demonstrator’s comments)  

 
 

Describe to the demonstrator how you debugged your design 

Are the student’s test cases well chosen?   (max 1) 

Did the student use the facilities provided well?   (max 2) 

Are the student’s test cases comprehensive?   (max 2) 

(Demonstrator’s comments)  

 
 

Describe to the demonstrator how you verified your design 

How many significant test cases were verified?   (max 2) 

How was verification automated to achieve the maximum coverage?  (max 2) 

(Demonstrator’s comments)  
 

 
 

Total  (max 15) 
 

Students: You will need to use submit on your file “circle.cpp” to enter the marks into Arcade. 



main.cpp Mon Oct 04 21:49:29 2010 1
/* ----------------------------------------------------------
**   main.cpp
**
**   Untimed transaction level model of Drawing engine
**
**   TOP LEVEL module
**
**   version 0.2  22/10/2007
**   contributors: lplana, jpepper, lbrackenbury
**
---------------------------------------------------------- */
#include <systemc.h>

#include <drawingEngine.h>
#include <inquisitor.h>
#include <frameStore.h>
#include <crtCtrl.h>
#include <mc_emulator.h>
#include <mce_transactor.h>
#include <videoChannel.h>
#include <cmdChannel.h>
#include <virtualScreen.h>

int sc_main(int argc, char* argv[]) {
    /* --- communication channels --- */
    VideoChannel c1("videoChannel");

    CmdChannel c2("cmdChannel");
    /* ------------------------------ */

    /* ----- computation blocks ----- */

    /* -- environment devices -- */
    VirtualScreen vs("virtualScreen");

    MC_emulator mce("mc_emulator");

    MC_emulator_trans mcet("mce_transactor", mce.shm_addr());
    mcet.initiator(c2.initiator_port);
    /* ------------------------- */

    /* -- engine devices -- */
    DrawingEngine de("drawingEngine");
    de.initiator(c1.initiator_port);
    c2.de_target_port(de.target);

    Inquisitor iq("inquisitor");
    iq.initiator(c1.initiator_port);
    c2.iq_target_port(iq.target);

    FrameStore fs("frameStore");
    c1.target_port(fs.target);

    CrtCtrl crtc("crtCtrl", vs.shm_addr());
    crtc.initiator(c1.initiator_port);
    /* the CRT controller shares a memory buffer with */
    /* the virtual screen to simulate the periodic    */
    /* refreshing of the screen in background         */
    /* ----------------- -- */

    /* ------------------------------ */

    /* ----- simulation control ----- */
    /* start the simulation and */
    /* run forever              */
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    sc_start(-1, SC_NS);
    /* ------------------------------ */
}
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/* ----------------------------------------------------------
**   cmdChannel.h
**
**   Untimed transaction level model of Drawing engine
**
**   Command channel (header file)
**
**   version 0.2  22/10/2007
**   contributors: lplana, jpepper, lbrackenbury
**
---------------------------------------------------------- */
#ifndef CMDINC
#define CMDINC

#include <systemc.h>
#include <tlm.h>

#include <params.h>
#include <cmdChannel_req_rsp.h>

using tlm::tlm_transport_if;

class CmdChannel : public sc_channel, public tlm_transport_if<CmdREQ, CmdRSP> {
    private:
        int deReg[5]; /* registers holding drawing engine params */
        int iqReg[3]; /* registers holding inquisitor params     */

        CmdRSP read(int address);
        CmdRSP write(int address, int data);

    public:
        /* export the interface to the microcontroller (initiator) */
        sc_export<tlm_transport_if<CmdREQ, CmdRSP> > initiator_port;

        /* request the interface from the targets */
        sc_port<tlm_transport_if<DeREQ, DeRSP> > de_target_port;
        sc_port<tlm_transport_if<IqREQ, IqRSP> > iq_target_port;

        CmdRSP transport(const CmdREQ& request);

        SC_CTOR(CmdChannel) {
            /* bind the export to this module */
            initiator_port(*this);
            /* reset trigger registers to allow commands */
            deReg[4] = 0;
            iqReg[2]  = 0;
        };
};

#endif
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/* ----------------------------------------------------------
**   channelTransaction_req_rsp.h
**
**   Untimed transaction level model of Drawing engine
**
**   command channel request/response definitions
**
**   version 0.2  22/10/2007
**   contributors: lplana, jpepper, lbrackenbury
**
---------------------------------------------------------- */
#ifndef TIINC
#define TIINC

enum CTtype {
    Cread, /* read transaction  */
    Cwrite /* write transaction */
};

enum CTsize {
    Cbyte = 1,     /* byte-sized (8-bit) transfer      */
    Chalfword = 0, /* halfword-sized (16-bit) transfer */
};

enum CTstatus {
    Csuccess, /* successful transaction */
    Cerror    /* transaction with error */
};

struct CmdREQ {
    CmdREQ(CTtype t, CTsize s, int a, int d)
    : type(t), size(s), addr(a), data(d) {}
    CTtype type;
    CTsize size;
    int    addr;
    int    data;
};

struct CmdRSP {
    CmdRSP()
    : status(Csuccess), data(0) {}
    CTstatus status;
    int      data;
};

enum DEtype {
    Point = 0, /* command to draw a point */
    Line  = 1, /* command to draw a line  */
};

struct DeREQ {
    DeREQ(DEtype t, int _x0, int _y0, int _x1, int _y1, byte d)
    : type(t), x0(_x0), y0(_y0), x1(_x1), y1(_y1), data(d) {}
    DEtype type;
    int    x0;
    int    y0;
    int    x1;
    int    y1;
    byte   data;
};

struct DeRSP {
    DeRSP()
    : status(Csuccess) {}
    CTstatus status;
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};

struct IqREQ {
    IqREQ(int _x, int _y)
    : x(_x), y(_y) {}
    int  x;
    int  y;
};

struct IqRSP {
    IqRSP()
    : status(Csuccess), data(0) {}
    CTstatus status;
    byte     data;
};

#endif



drawingEngine.h Tue Jan 29 11:32:54 2008 1
/* ----------------------------------------------------------
**   drawingEngine.h
**
**   Untimed transaction level model of Drawing engine
**
**   Drawing engine module (header file)
**
**   version 0.2  22/10/2007
**   contributors: lplana, jpepper, lbrackenbury
**
---------------------------------------------------------- */
#ifndef DEINC
#define DEINC

#include <systemc.h>
#include <tlm.h>

#include <params.h>
#include <de_protocol.h>

class DrawingEngine : public sc_module, public DE_target {
    private:
        void drawPoint(int x, int y, byte colour);
        void drawLine(int x0, int y0, int x1, int y1, byte colour);

    public:
        DE_initiator initiator;

        SC_CTOR(DrawingEngine) {
        }
};

#endif
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/* ----------------------------------------------------------
**   drawingEngine.cpp
**
**   Untimed transaction level model of Drawing engine
**
**   Drawing engine module
**
**   version 0.2  22/10/2007
**   contributors: lplana, jpepper, lbrackenbury
**
---------------------------------------------------------- */
#include <drawingEngine.h>

void DrawingEngine::drawPoint(int x, int y, byte colour) {
    /* write pixel to frame store */
    initiator.write(x, y, colour);
}

void DrawingEngine::drawLine(int x0, int y0, int x1, int y1, byte colour) {
    /* This is an implementation of Bresenham’s line drawing algorithm */
    int x, y;
    int dx, dy;
    int swap, e, type;

    /* if necessary, swap start and end points */
    if(x0 > x1) {
        swap=x1; x1=x0; x0=swap;
        swap=y1; y1=y0; y0=swap;
    }

    /* draw start and end points */
    initiator.write(x0, y0, colour);
    initiator.write(x1, y1, colour);

    /*check the "type" of line and swap params if needed */
    if(x1-x0 >= y1-y0 && y1-y0 >=0) {
        /* Y increases less than X  => calculate Y */
        type=1;
    }
    else if(x1-x0 < y1-y0) {
        /* Y increases more than X  => calculate X */
        type=2;
        swap=x0; x0=y0; y0=swap;
        swap=x1; x1=y1; y1=swap;
    }
    else if(y1-y0 < 0 && x1-x0+y1-y0 >= 0) {
        /* Y decreases less that X increases => calculate Y */
        type=3;
        y0=-y0; y1=-y1;
    }
    else {
        /* Y decreases more that X increases => calculate Y */
        type=4;
        swap=x0; x0=-y0; y0=swap;
        swap=x1; x1=-y1; y1=swap;
    }

    /* compute the pixels along the line */
    dx=x1-x0;
    dy=y1-y0;
    e=-dx;
    y=y0;
    for(x=x0+1; x < x1; ++x) {
        e=e+2*dy;
        if( e > 0) {
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            ++y;
            e=e-2*dx;
        }
        /* draw the pixel */
        switch(type) {
            case 1 : initiator.write(x,  y, colour); break;
            case 2 : initiator.write(y,  x, colour); break;
            case 3 : initiator.write(x, -y, colour); break;
            case 4 : initiator.write(y, -x, colour); break;
        }
    }
}
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/* ----------------------------------------------------------
**   de_protocol.h
**
**   Untimed transaction level model of Drawing engine
**
**   Drawing engine protocol layer (header file)
**
**   version 0.2  22/10/2007
**   contributors: lplana, jpepper, lbrackenbury
**
---------------------------------------------------------- */
#ifndef DTINC
#define DTINC

#include <systemc.h>
#include <tlm.h>

#include <params.h>
#include <cmdChannel_req_rsp.h>
#include <videoChannel_req_rsp.h>

using tlm::tlm_transport_if;

class DE_target : public tlm_transport_if<DeREQ, DeRSP> {
    private:
        virtual void drawPoint(int x, int y, byte colour) = 0;
        virtual void drawLine(int x0, int y0, int x1, int y1, byte colour) = 0;

    public:
        sc_export<tlm_transport_if<DeREQ, DeRSP> > target;

        DeRSP transport(const DeREQ& request);

        DE_target() {
            target(*this);
        }
};

class DE_initiator : public sc_port<tlm_transport_if<VideoREQ, VideoRSP> > {
    public:
        void write(int x, int y, byte colour);

        DE_initiator() {
        }
};

#endif
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/* ----------------------------------------------------------
**   de_protocol.cpp
**
**   Untimed transaction level model of Drawing engine
**
**   Drawing engine protocol layer
**
**   version 0.2  22/10/2007
**   contributors: lplana, jpepper, lbrackenbury
**
---------------------------------------------------------- */
#include <de_protocol.h>

DeRSP DE_target::transport(const DeREQ& request) {
    DeRSP response;

    switch (request.type) {
        case Point:
            drawPoint(request.x0, request.y0, request.data);
            response.status = Csuccess;
            break;
        case Line:
            drawLine(request.x0, request.y0, request.x1, request.y1, request.data);
            response.status = Csuccess;
            break;
        default:
            cerr << "DE_trans: WARNING - unsupported drawing command ’"
                    << request.type << "’." << endl;
            response.status = Cerror;
    }
    return(response);
}

void DE_initiator::write(int x, int y, byte colour) {
    VideoRSP response;

    /* write a byte (pixel) to the frame store   */
    response = (*this)->transport(VideoREQ(Vwrite, Vbyte, y*PIXELS+x, colour));
    if (response.status == Verror) {
        cerr << "DE_init_port: WARNING - framestore access to address "
                << y*PIXELS+x << " failed." << endl;
    }
}
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/* ----------------------------------------------------------
**   videoChannel.h
**
**   Untimed transaction level model of Drawing engine
**
**   Video channel (header file)
**
**   version 0.2  22/10/2007
**   contributors: lplana, jpepper, lbrackenbury
**
---------------------------------------------------------- */
#ifndef VCINC
#define VCINC

#include <systemc.h>
#include <tlm.h>

#include <params.h>
#include <videoChannel_req_rsp.h>

using tlm::tlm_transport_if;

/* This channel connects the drawing engine, the inquisitor and */
/* the CRT controller (masters) to the frame store (slave)      */
class VideoChannel: public sc_channel, public tlm_transport_if<VideoREQ, VideoRSP> {
//     private:

    public:
        /* export the interface to the initiators */
        sc_export<tlm_transport_if<VideoREQ, VideoRSP> > initiator_port;

        /* request the interface from the frame store (target) */
        sc_port<tlm_transport_if<VideoREQ, VideoRSP> > target_port;

        VideoRSP transport(const VideoREQ& request);

        SC_CTOR(VideoChannel) {
            /* bind the export to this module */
            initiator_port(*this);
        };
};

#endif
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/* ----------------------------------------------------------
**   videoChannel.cpp
**
**   Untimed transaction level model of Drawing engine
**
**   Video channel
**
**   version 0.2  22/10/2007
**   contributors: lplana, jpepper, lbrackenbury
**
---------------------------------------------------------- */
#include <videoChannel.h>

VideoRSP VideoChannel::transport(const VideoREQ& request) {
    return(target_port->transport(request));
};
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/* ----------------------------------------------------------
**   videoChannel_prot.h
**
**   Untimed transaction level model of Drawing engine
**
**   Video channel request/response definitions
**
**   version 0.2  22/10/2007
**   contributors: lplana, jpepper, lbrackenbury
**
---------------------------------------------------------- */
#ifndef VIINC
#define VIINC

#include <systemc.h>

enum VTtype {
    Vread, /* read transaction  */
    Vwrite /* write transaction */
};

enum VTsize {
    Vbyte,     /* byte-sized (8-bit) transfer      */
    Vhalfword, /* halfword-sized (16-bit) transfer */
    Vword      /* word-sized (32-bit) transfer     */
};

enum VTstatus {
    Vsuccess, /* successful transaction */
    Verror    /* transaction with error */
};

struct VideoREQ {
    VideoREQ(VTtype t, VTsize s, int a, int d)
    : type(t), size(s), addr(a), data(d) {}
    VTtype type;
    VTsize size;
    int    addr;
    int    data;
};

struct VideoRSP {
    VideoRSP()
    : status(Vsuccess), data(0) {}
    VTstatus status;
    int      data;
};

#endif
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/* ----------------------------------------------------------
**   params.h
**
**   Untimed transactional level model of Drawing engine
**
**   parameters file
**
**   version 0.2  15/10/2007
**   contributors: lplana, jpepper, lbrackenbury
**
---------------------------------------------------------- */
#ifndef PRMINC
#define PRMINC

/* --- GLOBAL definitions --- */
typedef unsigned char byte;

/* --- screen --- */
#define PIXELS 640 /* screen width  */
#define LINES  480 /* screen height */

/* --- virtual screen --- */
#define SHMSZ    (PIXELS*LINES)+1 /* size of the shared memory buffer */
#define BLACK    0x00         /* code for colour BLACK */
#define WHITE    0xFF         /* code for colour WHITE */
#define CLOSESCR true         /* close the virtual screen on exit */

/* --- command channel (c2) --- */
#define DE_STRT_ADR 0x30000000 /* start of drawing engine address segment */
#define DE_END_ADR  0x30000009 /* end of drawing engine address segment */
#define IQ_STRT_ADR 0x30000080 /* start of inquisitor address segment */
#define IQ_END_ADR  0x30000085 /* end of inquisitor address segment   */

/* --- microController --- */
#define KEY     1234 /* shared memory buffer identifier  */
#define SM_SIZE  256 /* size of the shared memory buffer */

/* ---------- low-level interface signals to the jimulator ---------- */
#define ADR      1   /* register address for command channel          */
#define NCS      2   /* active low chip select for command channel    */
#define NUB      3   /* active low upper byte (half-word transaction) */
#define NOE      4   /* active low output enable (read transaction)   */
#define NWE      5   /* active low write enable (write transaction)   */
#define DATA_l   6   /* data for command channel (low-order byte)     */
#define DATA_h   7   /* data for command channel (high-order byte)    */

#endif
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;/* -------------------------------------------------------------------------- */
;/*                                                                            */
;/* draw.s                                                                     */
;/*                                                                            */
;/* this program clears the screen (all pixels = black),                       */
;/* draws a series of points and lines on the screen,                          */
;/* and finally dumps the contents of the screen to a file                     */
;/*                                                                            */
;/* -------------------------------------------------------------------------- */
;
BASE        EQU     0x30000000          ;/* base address of drawing engine & inquisitor
 */
DE          EQU     0x0000              ;/* offset to access drawing engine point regs 
 */
IQ          EQU     0x0080              ;/* offset to access inquisitor regs           
 */
PIXELS      EQU     640
LINES       EQU     480
;
            CODE32
;
            ENTRY
;
start       adr     r13, stack          ;/* setup stack pointer */
;
            ;/* ---------------------*/
            ;/*   clear the screen   */
            ;/* -------------------- */
            bl      clrscr
;
            ;/* -------------------- */
            ;/* draw a set of points */
            ;/* -------------------- */
            ;/* setup parameters to call drawpt */
            mov     r0, #224            ;/* colour */
            mov     r1, #20             ;/* x */
            mov     r2, #200            ;/* y */
            bl      drawpt
            ;/* setup parameters to call drawpt */
            mov     r1, #30             ;/* x */
            mov     r2, #230            ;/* y */
            bl      drawpt
            ;/* setup parameters to call drawpt */
            mov     r1, #60             ;/* x */
            mov     r2, #260            ;/* y */
            bl      drawpt
            ;/* setup parameters to call drawpt */
            mov     r1, #90             ;/* x */
            mov     r2, #288            ;/* y */
            bl      drawpt
            ;/* setup parameters to call drawpt */
            mov     r1, #120            ;/* x */
            mov     r2, #320            ;/* y */
            bl      drawpt
;
            ;/* ---------------------- */
            ;/* draw a couple of lines */
            ;/* ---------------------- */
            ;/* setup parameters to call drawln */
            mov     r0, #28             ;/* colour */
            mov     r1, #100            ;/* x0 */
            mov     r2, #100            ;/* y0 */
            mov     r3, #400            ;/* x1 */
            mov     r4, #400            ;/* y1 */
            bl      drawln
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            ;/* setup parameters to call drawln */
            mov     r0, #3             ;/* colour */
            mov     r1, #400            ;/* x0 */
            mov     r2, #348            ;/* y0 */
            mov     r3, #500            ;/* x1 */
            mov     r4, #50             ;/* y1 */
            bl      drawln
;
            ;/* ---------------- */
            ;/* exit the program */
            ;/* ---------------- */
            bl      waitde              ;/* wait until drawing engine is idle */
            swi     0x11                ;/* sys call to halt emulation */
;
;
            ;/* --------------------------- */
            ;/* -------- Functions -------- */
            ;/* --------------------------- */
;
            ;/* --------------------------- */
            ;/* clrscr ’clears’ the screen: */
            ;/* write every pixel to BLACK  */
            ;/* by drawing horizontal lines */
            ;/* --------------------------- */
clrscr      stmdb   r13!, {r0-r6, r14}
            mov     r6, #BASE
            add     r6, r6, #DE         ;/* r6 = address of line registers */
            mov     r1, #0              ;/* r1 = x0 */
            mov     r2, #0              ;/* r2 = y0 = y1 */
            mov     r3, #PIXELS         ;/* r3 = x1 */
            add     r3, r3, #-1
            mov     r0, #0x8100         ;/* colour=black + ’trigger’ */
;
check       ldrh    r5, [r6, #0x08]     ;/* check that new command is allowed */
            ands    r5, r5, #0x8000
            bne     check
            strh    r1, [r6, #0x00]     ;/* write x0 only once */
            strh    r3, [r6, #0x04]     ;/* write x1 only once */
            ;/* ------------------------------------- */
            ;/* loop to draw a rectangle out of lines */
            ;/* ------------------------------------- */
loop        strh    r2, [r6, #0x02]     ;/* write y0 */
            strh    r2, [r6, #0x06]     ;/* write y1 */
            strh    r0, [r6, #0x08]     ;/* write colour/trigger */
;
            ;/* ----------------------------- */
            ;/* prepare for next line drawing */
            ;/* ----------------------------- */
            add     r2, r2, #1          ;/* move 1 line down */
            cmp     r2, #LINES          ;/* reached edge of screen? */
            ldmeqia r13!, {r0-r6, pc}   ;/* if so, return */
            ;/* --------------------------------------------------- */
            ;/* wait until drawing engine is ready for new command  */
            ;/* --------------------------------------------------- */
waitcs      ldrh    r5, [r6, #0x08]
            ands    r5, r5, #0x8000
            bne     waitcs
            b       loop                ;/* draw next line */
;------------------------------------------------------------------------
;
            ;/* ---------------------------------- */
            ;/* drawpt draws a point to the screen */
            ;/* r0 = colour                        */
            ;/* r1 = x coordinate                  */
            ;/* r2 = y coordinate                  */
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            ;/* ---------------------------------- */
drawpt      stmdb   r13!, {r5-r7, r14}
            mov     r6, #BASE
            add     r6, r6, #DE         ;/* r6 = address of de registers */
            orr     r7, r0, #0x8000     ;/* add point ’trigger’ to colour */
waitpt      ldrh    r5, [r6, #0x08]     ;/* check that new command is allowed */
            ands    r5, r5, #0x8000
            bne     waitpt
            strh    r1, [r6, #0x00]     ;/* write x */
            strh    r2, [r6, #0x02]     ;/* write y */
            strh    r7, [r6, #0x08]     ;/* write colour/trigger */
            ldmia   r13!, {r5-r7, pc}   ;/* return */
;------------------------------------------------------------------------
;
            ;/* --------------------------------- */
            ;/* drawln draws a line to the screen */
            ;/* r0 = colour                       */
            ;/* r1 = x0 coordinate                */
            ;/* r2 = y0 coordinate                */
            ;/* r3 = x1 coordinate                */
            ;/* r4 = y1 coordinate                */
            ;/* --------------------------------- */
drawln      stmdb   r13!, {r5-r7, r14}
            mov     r6, #BASE
            add     r6, r6, #DE         ;/* r6 = address of de registers */
            orr     r7, r0, #0x8100     ;/* add line ’trigger’ to colour */
waitln      ldrh    r5, [r6, #0x08]     ;/* check that new command is allowed */
            ands    r5, r5, #0x8000
            bne     waitln
            strh    r1, [r6, #0x00]     ;/* write x0 */
            strh    r2, [r6, #0x02]     ;/* write y0 */
            strh    r3, [r6, #0x04]     ;/* write x1 */
            strh    r4, [r6, #0x06]     ;/* write y1 */
            strh    r7, [r6, #0x08]     ;/* write colour/trigger */
            ldmia   r13!, {r5-r7, pc}   ;/* return */
;------------------------------------------------------------------------
;
            ;/* ---------------------------------- */
            ;/* waitde waits until the drawing     */
            ;/* engine is idle. Use before dumping */
            ;/* the screen contents to file        */
            ;/* ---------------------------------- */
waitde      stmdb   r13!, {r1-r2, r14}
            mov     r1, #BASE
            add     r1, r1, #DE         ;/* r1 = address of de registers */
wait1       ldrh    r2, [r1, #0x08]     ;/* check that new command is allowed */
            ands    r2, r2, #0x8000
            bne     wait1
            ldmia   r13!, {r1-r2, pc}   ;/* return */
;------------------------------------------------------------------------
;
            ;/* ---------------------------------- */
            ;/* -------- Strings and data -------- */
            ;/* ---------------------------------- */
;
            ALIGN
;
mem_base    defs    128
stack       defs    64
;
            END


